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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of freedom, though admirably expressed 

and fought for in generations past, must be re-expressed 

and re-interpreted in each succeeding generation, if its 

salient quality is to remain a bulwark of the western 

world. In our ovm times, that bulvrark.has often been 

assailed, not from xiithout but from within, by extremists; 

and because of the saturation of mass communication the 

extremist has captured the headlines enough to lead some 

avray from the good life and to alarm others. Still others 

are left vrondering what the nature of freedom is in our 

opalescent society in xihich the xiords Who is he? are often 

taken to mean a man's possessions or status among his peers 

rather than his character. With this confusion come some 

who wonder, "Who am I?" 

A search through literature for the concept of 

freedom is most useful in that it provides characters 

whose Inmost thoughts can be experienced vicariously as 

they struggle xiith the life man must lead to be free. It 

is one thing for Aristotle to xirite about the virtuous 

officers of a state, but quite another for one to view the 

crucible in vrhich that virtue is developed. 

The purpose of this thesis is to sketch the. concept 
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of freedom in literature from mythic origins through its 

modifications in John Locke's social contract, vrhich xias 

the germinal bed of freedom espoused by the nevrly develop

ing nation of the United States. 

The fundamental thesis is that the essence of 

personal freedom depends upon the individual's response 

to a Being whose Will pervades the individual. Correlative 

to this thesis is the assumption that the nature of a free 

society is determined by the personal freedom of the indi

viduals in that society. Absolute freedom may be defined 

as the unrestrained vrill of an individual or failure to 

respond to this Being. Anarchy prevails in a society in 

which individuals fail to respond to the Being; and des

potism prevails when individuals, either through ignorance, 

yield precious rights to a fexi or, through lethargy, have 

those rights taken away by a few who then, by failing to 

respond to the Being, enslave the majority to the xiill of 

the minority. Anarchy is, as illustrated by Abdlel's reply 

to Hilton's Satan, paradoxically synonomous to absolute 

enslavement to self-will and all the anarchy it implies.-̂  

/ 



CHAPTER II 

MYTHIC AND HEBRAIC CONCEPTS 

The Pandora myth provides a clear vievr of the 

ancient concept of man's freedom. In a nevrly discovered 

version of the myth, recorded by the Italian scholar 

Hieronymo Cardano, Jupiter is credited vrlth creating all 

things. Realizing that man XTOUM falter into all kinds 

of disorder and despise the gods if given absolute freedom, 

Jupiter had Vulcan fashion txio vessels in xihich all things 

good and all things evil were placed. Pandora opened the 

vessels prematurely and allowed the goods to fly into the 

heavens and the evils to descend to Tartarus, Only suspi

cion xias left in the vessel of goods and only hope xias left 

in the vessel of evils. In anger, Jupiter threw the vessels 

to earth, whereupon men quickly gathered around believing 

they had come into possession of good and evil. They had, 

however, come into possession only of the opinion of good 

with the potential of suspicion and the opinion of evil 

with the potential of hope—not the actuality of either 

•good or evil. 

Jupiter's original intent to bring order out of 

disorder by meting out to men according to their just 

deserts, whether it were good or evil, xias thus served but 

with limitations. While man could not possess the freedom 
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entailed by the absolutes, he could vrithin a particular 

situation enjoy the opinion that something xias good, even 

though that opinion was subject to suspicion; he likevrise 

could entertain the opinion that something was evil in a 

particular situation, but could at the same time hope for 

Improvement. The absolutes belonged to the other vrorld, 

and man xias subjected to a truly human experience of good 

and evil. 

In order to understand the development of the 

Hebraic concept of freedom, it is necessary to guess at 

what man xias like in the paradisal state. A fevr key 

scriptures help in our guessing. In Genesis 3:5, the 

serpent says, "For God knovrs that when you eat of it your 

eyes vrill be opened, and you xiill be like God, knowing 

good and evil." The significant statement at this point 

is "...you will be like God." Paradisal man was made in 

a communion relationship to God; he knew no other direction 

than to be turned toward God. He was an extension of God 

himself. Man's wish to be like God is both his downfall 

and his hope. With the fall came the hope of being like 

God. The Hebrexi phrase "to knovr good and evil" does not 

mean "to have the moral consciousness developed," but it 

does mean to be intelligent as to alternatives.3 if man 

became intelligent as to alternatives, knoxiing good and 

evil, only after the fall, then prior to the fall man vras 

Ignorant of either alternative even though he enjoyed 
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complete fulfillment and communion xiith God. Wliether or 

not the term "moral" could be applied to paradisal man is 

conjectural. In speculating at what this creature was 

like, C. S. Lexiis made this significant statement, 

I do not doubt that if Paradisal man could novr 
appear among us, xi'e should regard him as an utter 
savage, a creature to be exploited or, at best, 
patronized. Only one or txio, and those the holiest 
among us, xiould glance a second time at the naked, 
shaggy-bearded, sloxi-spoken creature: but they, 
after a few minutes, xiould fall at his feet.4 

He was a radically different creature before the fall. 

The command. 

You may freely eat of every tree of the garden; 
but of the tree of the knoxiledge of good and 
evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you 
eat of it you shall die,5 

gave paradisal man the possibility of alienating himself 

from God, 

In the fall can be seen the development of the 

Hebraic concept of man's freedom. The fundamental cause 

for the fall xias man's self-deception in thinking he could 

be "like God" in the absolute sense by eating the fruit. 

Isaia.h restates this fundamental sin of man's trying to 

make himself the norm; 

Woe to those vrho call evil good 
and good evil, 

who put darkness for light 
and light for darkness, 

who put bitter for sxieet 
and sxieet for bitter! 

Woe to those xiho are vrise in 
their ovm eyes, . 

and shrexid in their oxm sight!" 
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By eating the fruit, man severed his paradisal communion 

with God. He chose to direct himself and, so doing, 

directed himself into the limitations of being free to make 

his oxm decisions but also of being responsible for those 

decisions and their consequences, Man became morally 

sensitive. It was necessary that man become morally 

responsible, if he was to be "like God." 



CHAPTER III 

CHRISTIAN AND GREEK CONCEPTS OP LOVE 

In his eulogy in Plato's Symposium, Agathon states 

that Love is "the most beautiful." Socrates uses this 

idea in his eulogy to shoxi that the assumption upon xihich 

Agathon based his statement was that "the beloved and not 

the lover was Love,"7 To support this point, Socrates 

first shows that in order for Love to love the beautiful 

and good he must lack the beautiful and good and thus 

suggests that Love is not synonymous xrith either. Diotima, 

making use of continuums, shoxis that Love is a spirit 

midxiay between the ugly and beautiful and midxiay betxieen 

the bad and good in the same way tha,t correct opinion lies 

midway betvreen ignorance and knoxiledge. Love's function 

is, according to Diotima, to mediate between man and the 

gods and the goda and man. Diotima stresses the relation

ship of Love to knowledge when she indicates that Love is 

also midway betxieen the ignorant and the vrise so that the 

Ignorant, not desiring to be xilse, are satisfied vrlth them

selves, and the gods do not desire vrisdom because they 

already possess it. Thus, the lover of good and beautiful 

things is not xihole but desires to be, and his struggle to 

be whole is his quest for knoxiledge. The ignorant are en

slaved to their ignorance as are those in Plato's cave, for 
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the gods possess the absolutes tovrard vrhich the lovers are 

directed. 

The ladder described by Diotima is the struggle 

one must engage in to be enthralled. The struggle is 

characterized by one's coming to know through observation 

and thinking upon, initially, the beauty of one physical 

body. The second step is to understand that the beauty 

of one body is cognate to the beauty of a second and then 

to all beautiful bodies. One then comes to "set a higher 

value on the bea,uty of souls than on that of the body."° 

From personal beauty he proceeds to beautiful 
observances, from observance to beautiful 
learning, and from learning at last to that 
particular study which is concerned xiith the 
beautiful itself and that alone; so that in the 
end he comes to knoxi the very essence of beauty.9 

At this point, one has knoxiledge in the affairs of the 

spiritual and is a spiritual man. It is also at this 

point that the spiritual has developed that virtue xihich 

wins him "the friendship of Heaven" and immortality. The 

foundation for each nevr step in the ladder is knowledge, 

and the lover is led upvrard by his need to give birth to 

the beautiful and good. 

Diotima points out that the spirits betxieen man and 

God include not only Love but also many others. It is 

precisely these spirits that are spoken about in Paul's 

eulogy on Love in I Corinthians 13. In analyzing the 

nature of Love, Paul reveals nine basic virtues xihich, if 
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a man Is fully possessed by them, make him whole and enable 

him to knoxî  the essence of Love Himself. The virtues he 

lists are "patience, kindness, generosity, humility, 

courtesy, unselfishness, temperance, gullelessness and 

sincerity. "^^ Paul shoxis in the first paragraph xihat 

happens when man lacks virtue. He speaks of the hollowness 

of man's xiords without virtue. "I am a noisy gong or a 

clanging cymbal."11 The relationship of knowledge and 

faith to virtue is clearly defined as being "nothing" 

xiithout the crown of virtue. Man is, according to Paul, 

defined not so much by his capacity as by that with which 

he chooses to fill himself. 

Both Paul and Diotima discuss the permanence and 

wholeness of Love. Diotima states that the beautiful is 

not found in the physical, or "as a particular description 

of a piece of knowledge."12 she says that Love exists 

Independently and has "singularity of form." The beauti

ful, she says, partakes of Love; but "it groxi-s neither 

greater nor less, and is affected by nothing."!^ Paul 

shows the permanence of Love in comparing it to the mortal 

nature of prophecy, speech, knoxiledge, faith, and hope. 

He mentions the particular natxire of his knoxiledge as com

pared to the complete understanding of Love Himself, 

In summary, Socrates and Paul attest to the spiritual 

as a permanent mediating effect betx-reen man and man, man 
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and God, and God and man. Socrates, as does Paul, leaves 

no doubt that love must be learned xilthin man's limitations 

in this xiorld and that the struggle to learn love in this 

vrorld is the highest exercise of freedom man can enjoy. 

That freedom is enjoyed only in commitment to Love Himself. 



CHAPTER IV 

MEDIEVAL PERIOD 

The concept of freedom unfolds Interestingly during 

the Medieval Period. The Consolation of Philosophy pro

vides a foundation upon which to build a representation of 

the currents of thought related to freedom. Boethius' 

concept of the txio necessities is a key to understanding 

several of Chaucer's works including Troilus and CressIda, 

xihich will be discussed later. Boethius defines simple 

necessity "as that it is necessarjr for all men to be mortal" 

and conditional necessity "as if thou knoxiest that any man 

xialketh, he must needs vralk."!' By means of his txio neces

sities, Boethius ascribes free xiill to man in that man may 

by choice bring into existence certain parts of the fore-

knoxiledge of God so that from God's viexipolnt free choice 

is meaningful. Boethius' two necessities allow man to fill 

his life with xihat he chooses. This point is significant 

to discussions of commitment in the selections vrhich follovr. 

The following statement from Boethius is also Important: 

...the minds of men must needs be more free 
when they conserve themselves in the contem
plation of God, and less xihen they come to 
their bodies, and still less xihen they are 
bound vrlth earthly fetters. But their greatest 
bondage is vrhen giving themselves to vice they 
lose possession of their ox>m reason. 15 

11 
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Explicit in his philosophy is a commitment to something 

greater than self. 

The Wife of Bath of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, 

though a marvelous creature, is an example of one who is 

not free. In the prologue to her tale she says of her 

five deceased husbands: 

I governed them so x̂ rell, by my oxm law. 
That each of them was happy as a daw, . 

And fain to bring me fine things from the fair.l" 

The fact of her lack of freedom lies in her "own law." 

With gusto she begins to erect an ethical structure to 

support her view of marriage. Prom the Bible she recalls 

the words Jesus spoke to the Samaritan woman at the vrell. 

"For thou hast had five husbands... 
And he xihom thou hast now to be xiith thee 

Is not thine husband." (p. 311) 

She argues that Christ's words on the matter are confusing 

and do not indicate hoxi many times one may marry. 

She delights not only in quoting authorities out 

of proper context, but also in using authoritative sources 

to Justify what she understands best. She readily brings 

the support for procreation and sex in the Bible to her 

aid. She engages in exaggeration to make her position 

relatively secure when, vrlth reference to Genesis 1, she 

says, "But no specific number mentioned He, / Whether of 

bigamy or octogamy," (p. 312); and then she recalls the 

wives of Solomon. Interspersed masterfully in her 
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discussion xihen needed, are other Biblical references such 

as Abraham's wives and Jacob's wives. Her use of the 

rhetorical question and reductio ad absurdum to support 

the proposition that there is no command for virginity is 

masterful, and it aids greatly in erecting her ethical 

facade. 

At convenient points in the discussion, she clearly 

defines the basic principles of her law. Under the guise 

of commitment to "the acts and harvests of marriage," she 

states the first principle of her law in the folloxiing xiay: 

"I'll not delay, a husband I xiill get / VTho shall be both 

my debtor and my thrall..." (p. 3l4). Having previously 

defined her concept of debt as sexual debt man ovres to her, 

she contends with a half truth, "I have the poxier during 

all my life / Over his own good body, and not he" (p. 315)• 

Judging from the quick demise of her five successive hus

bands, one concludes that the control of her husband's 

body is useful in achieving the second basic principle: 

that of fleecing each husband of his xiealth. Her third 

principle, of learning from each husband, also aids in 

fleecing the next one. 

Having enunciated her "ovm lavr" amidst the ethical 

facade, she relates hoxi she gained the dominance over her 

husbands. The first three husbands fell quickly under 

her. domination, as she explains. 
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By trick, or force, or by some kind of thing, 
As by continual growls or murmuring; 
Especially in bed had they mischance. 

There would I chide and give them no pleasance. (p.322) 

Her verbal lashings allovr no quarter for the husband; and 

a sense of obligation is cultivated in her husbands rather 

than love. Her fourth husband has a paramour. By arousing 

jealousy in him, she gains the ascendency. Her fifth hus

band proves most difficult because he attempts to put her 

in her place. Eventually she causes him to lose control 

of himself through anger, and he strikes her. She plays 

upon his pity and gains the upper hand. In conclusion, 

her law has none of the stabilizing elements necessary for 

marriage. Her dominance destroys mutual respect and love 

which would allow husband and vrife to be free and effective 

in marriage. Her husbands are not free because they yield 

to her, and she is not free because her lax7 serves selfish 

ends. 

The Wife of Bath's tale bears out her belief that 

marriage is happiest when the xioman dominates. The old 

wife in the tale attacks the young knight's three arguments 

for not desiring her; namely, that she is not of high 

birth, that she is poor, and that she is old. She claims 

gentility comes from Christ and not ancestors and that 

poverty is, according to Christ, Seneca, and Juvenal, not 

to be reproached. She argues further that poverty stimu

lates business, lends itself to xiisdom, and provides an 
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eyeglass through which to see true friends as xiell as 

oneself. Having shattered these txio arguments of the 

inexperienced knight, she offers him the choice of her 

being "foul and old" but true until she dies, or of her 

being young and beautiful but subject to imfaithfulness. 

The young knight yields his right to choose to the old 

wife, who then exercises her dominance by giving him both 

beauty and fidelity. One is left to xionder about the 

latter part of her gift to him of both beauty and fidelity. 

That the old wife becomes a beautiful young woman is 

obvious to the young knight, but the promise of fidelity 

is left to her own discretion, which must shade the 

"happily ever after" ending of the tale. 

The wife and husband in "The Franklin's Tale" 

offer a drastic contrast to the marriage concept of the 

Wife of Bath. One primary difference is the wholeness of 

the language used by Dorigen and Arviragus. The language 

of the Wife of Bath is a jumble of tricks and turns to 

support her own notions of marriage. The language of 

Dorigen and Arviragus is backed by a commitment to truth 

which makes their virtue of truthfulness a reality. This 

point is significant when the marriage vows of the two are 

exchanged. Dorigen has taken Arviragus "for her husband 

and her Lord." Arviragus has pledged, 

That never in his life, by day or night. 
Would he assume a right of mastery 
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Against her vrill, nor shovr her jealousy. 
But xiould obey and do her will in all.... 17 

Each enjoys a respect for the other. 

In commenting on their marriage, the Franklin notes 

that "love will not be constrained by mastery" (p. 464). 

Instead of dominance of one or the other, the Franklin 

points out that by right both ought to be free because 

love Itself is a free spirit. He perceives the paradox of 

freedom xihen he indicates that Arviragus is free in marriage 

because he is in bondage to love. He concludes that 

Arviragus' lordship in marriage is a heavenly lordship. 

In the crucial moment, the commitment of Dorigen 

and Arviragus to love and truth serves to maintain their 

freedom. When Dorigen's casual remark, that she xiill 

marry Aurellus if he can cause the rocks along the coast 

to sink xilthin the sea, has to be honored, Dorigen faces 

the dilemma of dishonoring her marriage to Arviragus as 

wife or of dishonoring her word given to Aurellus. In 

the first case, she xiould dishonor love and truth; in the 

second, truth. She struggles because, paradoxically, 

vrlthout her commitment to love and truth, the problem 

would not raise its ugly head and; therefore, no enduring 

solution would be possible. Her struggle is not to be 

taken lightly because her honor is of more value to her 

than life. She recalls cases of suicide by xiomen in 

similar traps. Txio key factors are Instrumental in 
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maintaining the freedom of all concerned so that a 

solution is possible: Dorigen does not resort to suicide, 

and she confides in Arviragus. 

The Importance of one's spoken word in the tale is 

emphasized when Arviragus says, "But you your xford shall 

hold to, by my fay!" (p. 482). Grieving, he pledges to 

keep the affair secret and forbids her to tell of it. 

Aurellus must be respected not only for his decision to 

release Dorigen from her promise, but also for his trust 

in the words of Dorigen's promise. 

Mutual respect between the four principle char

acters is based on respect for love and truth. Once the 

philosopher releases Aurellus from his debt. It can be 

seen that what has been accomplished is the maintenance 

of the freedom of everyone concerned. Implicit in the 

tale is the betterment of man, because the virtues of 

truthfulness and love are tested and developed through 

the experience of Dorigen's error. 

Like the love found in "The Franklin's Tale," 

the courtly love in Troilus and Cresslda commands the 

commitment of its believers and exerts a controlling 

Influence over them; but, unlike Arviragus and Dorigen's 

love, courtly love is subject to change occasioned by 

other influences. This fact is significant for its 

relationship in Troilus and Cresslda to the medieval 
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concept of the wheel of fortune. In "The Franklin's Tale" 

responsibility is borne by each of the four characters, 

and each is capable of true tragedy; but Troilus, because 

he is a victim of the xiheel of fortune, is incapable of 

true tragedy. 

Pandarus provides significant information about 

the love Troilus and Cresslda commit themselves to when 

he says. 

As for this lady vre have noxi in mind. 
By reason of her beauty and her youth. 
Celestial love is not so xiell designed, 
Although she could love in that vray forsooth; 
But noxi it seems to me, to tell the truth, 
She ought to love some good and vrorthy knight, 
If she xiould do what's suitable and right. 1" 

Troilus' commitment to affection for Cresslda places him 

on the xiheel of fortune by nature of the kind of love to 

xihich he has committed himself, not by nature of his 

commitment. Affection is mutable, but love is not. It 

is Interesting that love is honorable both publicly and 

privately, vrhereas the affection Troilus and Cresslda have 

for one another is kept in secret xi-ith the threat of 

dishonor should it become public. The chivalrlc code 

depends upon affection. Had Troilus cultivated "celestial 

love," no doubt a public acknoxi-ledgment of his commitment 

to Cresslda would have prevented such hasty approval by the 

council to trade her for Antenor. 

Troilus is not axiare of the mutability of affection. 
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To say that commitment to love rather than affection xiould 

have prevented the trade of Cresslda to the Greeks is 

facetious; but it would have prevented Troilus from shift

ing the responsibility from himself to God; and he would 

have been a more effective person in handling his affairs. 

The trade crushes Troilus because affection does not depend 

upon the eternal. When Troilus reacts to the council's 

decision, he lashes out at what he thinks to be the 

injustice of Fortune. 

0 Fortune.. .a.las, the while! 
What have I done? What crime have I committed? 

Hovr didst thou have the heart me to beguile? (p. l88) 

As shown above, Troilus, xmlike Pandarus, takes 

himself too seriously. His preoccupation xiith himself is 

Indicated in his emotional, philosophical discussion, 

which comes from Boethius. His preface to the discussion 

Indicates his preoccupation xiith himself. 

I am...but done for, so to say; 
For all that comes, comes by necessity, 

Thus to be done for is my destiny, (p. 213) 

He forsakes the viexis of predestination offered by the 

scholars and launches out on his ovm. He reduces the 

problem of predestination to the questions of xihether 

God's foreknoxiledge makes all thoughts and events necessary 

or God foresees things because they are foreordained. His 

conclusion is that no matter vrhich vray the argument is 

posed man has no free vrill. Troilus resigns himself to 
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his destiny on the xiheel of fortune. In an essa.y, "Troilus 

on Predestination," H. R. Patch says of the philosophical 

discussion, "It is his xiay of saying 'I've never had a 

chance,' and he sets out bravely to prove his case."l^ 

Chaucer makes a subtle comment on the concept of 

the wheel of fortune when Troilus ascends to the seventh 

sphere. Troilus becomes aware that man does have a choice 

in the xiorld betxveen "earthly joys" and "heaven's lasting 

grace." It was not Troilus' commitment that was mutable, 

but that to which he committed himself. 

That the concept of the wheel of fortune of the 

Medieval Period xias based on commitment to mutable goals 

is also evidenced in Thomas Churchyard's "Shore's Wife" 

from A Mirror for Magistrates. Shore's wife describes 

herself as being beautiful and pleasing in social circles, 

"Save that, alas! a prince did blot my broxi-. / Lo, there 

the strong did make the weak to bow."20 implicit in these 

lines is a lack of respect for persons on the part of 

Edxiard. She admits her fault in agreeing "the fort he 

should assault," but continues to stress the pressure of 

society upon her to the point that it is evident her choice 

is swalloxied up by the sheer poxier of that pressure. She 

describes how she conducted herself, after becoming Edxiard's 

mistress, in such a xiay as to dominate Edward and use his 

poxier for herself. She shoxis insight into the mutability 
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of her goals when she says, 

My want was wealth, my wo was ease at will, 
My robes were rich and braver than the sun; 
My fortune then was far above my skill. (11. 211-13) 

Her inability to master herself is paralleled by Troilus' 

inability to master himself. She suffers disillusionment 

and characterizes it succinctly xihen she says, "Till pre

sent pain be served in our dish, / We scarce perceive 

whereon our grief hath grown" (11. 234-35). She then 

describes the remaining dovmstroke of the wheel which 

leaves her a beggar. She comes to the realization, as 

does Troilus, that her fate lay in her goals xihen she 

addresses the reader in the following manner: 

A mirror make of my great overthrow; 
Defy this world and all his xianton ways; 

Bexiare by me that spent so ill her days. (11. 390-92) 

In the drama of the Medieval Period an excellent 

example of response to a Being is found in the medieval 

play The Sacrifice of Isaac. The freedom of Abraham and 

Isaac can best be understood in terms of a mutual respect 

for each other and for God. In the prayer that opens the 

play, Abraham says, "I love no-thyng (Isaac) so myche, 

1-wyse, / Except thin ovryne selfe...."^! These words 

become the test of Abraham's faith, Abraham's commitment 

to his God reveals the truthfulness of his words, shows 

the nature of his relationship to his son, and defines his 
freedom. 
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The nature of Abraham's commitment is revealed in 

the second prayer of the play xihen Abraham says, "Yff I had 

ther-of very knoying, / Yt schuld be don with all my 

mayne..." (11. 53-54). Abraham acknox«rledges the limitations 

of his knowledge. When his request for a specific manner 

in which to worship God is answered with the command to 

offer up Isaac, there is momentary struggle within Abraham. 

The struggle is implicit to Abraham's decision to be free. 

In Abraham's system of priorities it is obvious that he 

prefers his son to his possessions; but, with the command 

to offer up Isaac, the other alternative of preferring his 

goods to his son raises itself with A.braham. With Isaac 

on the altar, another alternative raises itself, that of 

offering himself rather than his son. The love Abraham 

bears for his son is clearly defined by these txio Incidents. 

His decision to respect God's priorities is a victory over 

his ovm will. 

Having struggled xiith his own will and subdued it, 

Abraham faces the major task of revealing God's xiill to 

his son. The dramatic irony of having the innocent Isaac 

pack the xiood for the fire symbolizes the responsibility 

Isaac must eventually knoxi and bear fully. Isaac accepts 

the wood bearing cheerfully because doing his father's xiill 

is implicit in the sonship vrhich he exhibits admirably. 

Isaac feels pity for his father's having traveled to the 
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mountain without a live ram to offer. Abraham's reply 

that the Lord will provide does not quell the rising fear 

in Isaac at the sight of the sword and Abraham's counte

nance. As his father had done before to God, Isaac asks 

to knoxi his father's will. 

Isaac's struggle is different in character from 

Abraham's. Isaac really has no alternatives; he justly 

asks what the punishment is for and contrasts the use of 

the svrord to the rod. He, like his father, knoxis himself 

xiell as revealed in the line, "P.or, 1-wys, fader, I am but 

a child" (1. 172). His only plea is that Abraham change 

his mind. Isaac has no alternatives because he is Innocent. 

Isaac's struggle ceases when Abraham reveals that it is 

God's command that he be offered up, and he submits his 

will to the pleasure of God. 

It is significant that both Abraham and Isaac act 

upon knoxiledge. Abraham makes no offering until he has 

specific information from God, Isaac does not panic at 

the sight of the knife or his father's countenance but 

seeks the knoxiledge of his father's xiill. It is also 

significant that at no time in the play does Isaac hear 

the words of the angel, even at the time of rescue. 

Isaac's complete respect for his father's veracity and 

character makes possible his freedom. Abraham's respect 

and duty to his God makes possible his freedom. Had 
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Isaac rebelled, Abraham would have been forced to kill his 

son xiith something less tham sanctlflcation in his heart 

for the deed. As it was, Abraham could make the beautiful 

statement, 

A! Lord, my hart reysyth the[r]-ageyn; 
I may not fynd yt in my harte to 

smygth; 
My hart v̂ yll not now ther-too. 
Yit fayn I woold warke my Lordes 

wyll. 
But thys yoxmg Innosent lygth so styll, 
I may not fynd yt in my hart hym 

to kyll. (11. 299-304) 

Had Abraham rebelled, he would have grieved God "rygth 

sore," and made unmeaningful the prayer he prayed at the 

outset. 

Unlike Abraham and Isaac in the discussion above, 

Everyman in the play Everyman has not made an initial 

commitment to anything beyond himself. The play itself is 

a theological discussion of hox-r one may orient himself to 

the theological structure of the church. Everyman's 

condition at the end of the play is less free than that 

of Abraham and Isaac because he commits himself to the 

creed of the church, xihich, like the affection of the 

chivalrlc code, is mutable. At the beginning of the play, 

hoxiever, Everyman has given himself to vice; and, in 

accordance xiith Boethius' statements on freedom, he has 

lost possession of his reason. That he has lost possession 

of his reason is brought home to him by his Goods xihen 
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Goods says. 

But yf thou had me loued 
moderately durynge 

As to the poore to gyue parte of me. 
Than sholdest thou not in this dolour be. 
Nor in this grete sorrovre and care. 22 

He had alloxied his greed to exploit others and subjugate 

his reason; and, thus, his Good Deeds lacked the strength 

to get up from the dust of his feet. His lack of reason 

Is further enhanced by Death's observation of his self-

centered nature: 

Loo, yonder I se Eueryman walkynge. 
Full lytell he thynlceth on my comynge; 
His mlnde is on flesshely luster, 

and his treasure. (11. 80-82) 

Not to be mindful of one's oxm mortality makes one dependent 

upon himself as absolute. 

Everyman is brought to the realization of his 

spiritual needs by the necessity of death. His business

like language is indicative of his self-dependence. He 

asks', "What desyreth God of me?" (1. 97) ; and when Death 

says a reckoning is required, he replies, "To gyue a 

rekenynge longer layser I craue" (1. 101), as if he needs 

a fexi days to set his books straight before audit. His 

businesslike bearing crumbles xihen he learns he is dealing 

vrlth death; he then falls back upon vice in the form of a 

bribe as a way out. His pride smarts xihen he learns of 

the Irreversibility of death, and he calls on God for 

mercy and feels the need of a companion other than himself. 
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Having tried vice and found it Impotent in the 

face of death, he turns to Pelloxishlp, Kindred and Cousin. 

He discovers that the commitment of Fellowship is only in 

word. The realization of his spiritual impoverishment is 

heightened in the lines, "Gentyll Pelaxi[ship] e, helpe me 

in my necessyte!" / We haue loued longe, and novr I nede" 

(11. 284-85). Cousin excuses himself vrlth a sore toe and 

the unpreparedness of his own life; Kindred offers him his 

maid and departs. His Goods he discovers are "false Good" 

and would by nature testify against him before God. Having 

received the rebuke of his oxm Goods, he is brought to the 

realization that his self has been committed to a false 

god and that his self is in spirit his Goods. He says. 

For my Goodes sharpely dyd me tell 
That he bryngeth many into hell. 
Than of my selfe I vras ashamed; 
And so I am xiorthy to be blamed. 

Thus may I vrell my selfe hate. (11. 474-78) 

Everyman's edifice of pride has been reduced to shame and 

complete lack of self-esteem. 

In desperation for something to depend upon, he 

turns to his Good Deeds, which exist only in name. Good 

Deeds is the first who is fully aware of his condition and 

the first to volunteer to go to death with him. Everyman 

is ready for the companionship of Knoxiledge, for he has 

gained a significant victory over himself with self-

knowledge. With the companionship of Knoxiledge, his path 
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to building a new edifice is clear. His mood changes from 

one of desperation to wholeness and thankfulness. It is 

significant that with Confession he becomes axiare that God 

has acted first in his behalf and that, as he subjugates 

his body and will to control, his Good Deeds are enlivened. 

His commitment to Good Deeds is strengthened as he sees his 

spiritual edifice come to life; he smites his body faster. 

Unlike the vice, which enslaved Everyman, Good 

Deeds and Knoxiledge allow him to be free as revealed in 

these key lines. 

Everyman. Novr, frendes, let us not parte in twayne. 
Knoxiledge. Nay, Eueryman, that vryll we not, certayne. 
Good Deeds. Yet must thou le a d with the 
Thre persones of grete myght. (11. 655-58) 

Everyman now has freedom to decide his direction with the 

aid of Discretion, Strength, Beauty, and Five Wits. The 

tenor of his life is characterized by Good Deeds, which 

unlike vice, have a life of their oxm apart from him. As 

a result of his commitment to maintain Good Deeds, Every

man's needs are fulfilled and he gains self-respect. He 

once again in prayer uses businesslike language and refers 

to his will; for example, 

Almyghty God, loued may thou be! 
I gyue the laude that I haue hyder brought 
Strength, Dyscrecyon, Beaute and Five Wyttes. 

Lacke I nought. 
And my Good Dedes, with Knoxiledge clere. 
All be in company at my will here. 
I desyre no more to my besynes. (11, 678-83) 
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In death Discretion, Strength, Beauty, and Five Wits 

desert him. Knowledge also deserts him, but not until he 

Is in the grave. Only Good Deeds goes with him into the 

grave to aid him in giving a reckoning. Before he dies, 

Everyman, though shaken by the departing of his faculties, 

discovers that, unlike his former self, which xias committed 

to Goods, his new self is committed to Good Deeds. "All 

fleeth saue Good Dedes, and that am I" (1. 873). His 

edifice, noxi in accord x-rith the creed of the church, vrill 

withstand death by virtue of the Immortality accredited 

to Good Deeds by the church. 

The play Wyt and Science provides an Interesting 

transition from the sacred framework to the secular frame-

vrork of drama. Both Wit and Everyman are beset with pride. 

Everyman is made to feel his spiritual needs by the 

necessity of death; Wit is brought to his senses by peering 

into the glass of Reason, xihich reveals himself to himself. 

Everyman is Isolated by lack of an endearing spiritual 

quality in his life vrhich he has needlessly trampled into 

the ground by his oxm will. Wit Isolates himself by 

shunning Instruction, Study, and Diligence to go on his 

oxm. When folloxiing their oxm vrill, they enslave them

selves—Everyman to a vrorldly life. Wit to idleness and 

Ignorance; they are ineffective. Both men gain self-

knowledge and experience shame in their doxmfall. In order 
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for them to act freely, they struggle to achieve a balance 

between a goal and certain faculties. Everyman achieves 

a balance xiith commitment to the ethical framexiork of the 

church, founded on Knoxi-ledge with several other accoutre

ments for refinement. The fruit of his balance is 

immortality. Wit achieves a balance with commitment to 

intellectual Integrity based on his father Reason and 

sound learning. The fruit of his balance is his marriage 

to Science. 

Wit's freedom is significantly more durable than 

that of Everyman's because in embracing Intellectual 

integrity he also embraces the ethical heights revealed 

in The Sacrifice of Isaac. Everyman's commitment is to a 

mutable goal. It is also Important to note that the falls 

of Everyman and Wit are folloxied by nevr goals and oppor

tunities. The lines spoken by Instruction after Wit 

experiences the return of Reason are reminiscent of the 

Pandora myth. 

Cum on your xiay, Wyt. Be of 
good cheere! 

After stormy clowdes cumth wether 
clere!23 



CHAPTER V 

THE RENAISSANCE 

Plato said that the xiorld of ideas is real; 

Aristotle said that this world of materiality is real. 

Between these txio attitudes, the ages of the xiorld have 

fluctuated. During the middle ages, the conflict betxieen 

otherxiorldliness and worldliness expressed itself in a 

genera,l contempt for the xiorld. This emphasis on the 

otherworld is no better illustrated than in the Conse

cration words of the medieval Latin mass, "hoc est enim 

corpus meum." The xiords, if not the mass too, became so 

charged with mystical meaning that the onlookers accepted 

the transubstantlation of the bread and wine as magic. 

The xiords of the mass became the familiar "hocus pocus." 

The need to find something divine was a driving force 

during the middle ages. 

In Secretum, Petrarch challenged the extreme of 

contempt for the world. In a dialogue between Augustine 

and himself, Augustine instructs Petrarch to engage in 

"meditation on death and on man's misery" as well as desire 

of xihat is "noble and good." Petrarch's response, though 

rebellious, is truly renascent: 

"My principle is that, as concerning the glory 
xihich xie may hope for here belovr, it is right 
for us to seek while we are here beloxi. One 

-30 
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may expect to enjoy other more radiant glory 
in heaven, when xie shall have there arrived, and 
when one vrill have no more care or vrish for the 
glory of earth. Therefore, as I think, it is in 
the true order that mortal man should first care 
for mortal things; and that to things transitory 
things eternal should succeed."24 

Petrarch's viexi is renascent in that it alloxis a place 

for the worth of man's endeavors as opposed to the 

abasement of all needs and ambitions cha,racterlzed during 

the middle ages by ascetism. In the dialogue, Augustine 

yields to Petrarch's view with the suggestion that man 

put virtue first before giving himself to his work. 

Petrarch's view of man's place in a lively world provides 

the germinal bed for the nexi- attitudes of the Renaissance. 

In the Tragical History of Doctor Faustus, the 

lure of magic is a significant element in the lack of 

definition of man and man's freedom and, consequently, 

accounts for the significant lack of development of virtue 

In Faustus, 

In the Pandora myth, a key limitation of man is 

revealed; and that is that man does not possess good and 

evil but only the opinion of good xiith suspicion and the 

opinion of evil vrlth hope. The absolutes remain in heaven 

and hell. In the Hebraic tradition, another key limitation 

of man is revealed, xihich is the responsibility for 

decisions. These limitations are significant to a defi

nition of man's freedom. Most of the characters discussed 
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in Chapter IV, whether free or not free, fall xilthin the 

limits in the sense that none of them commits himself to 

being an absolute. The Wife of Bath commits herself to her 

ovm code, xihich makes her dominant in the marriage relation

ship; but her code does not commit her to being an absolute. 

Arviragus and Dorigen commit themselves to love and truth, 

not to being Love and Truth; consequently, they develop in 

virtue, Everyman is committed to his goods, a commitment 

xihich gives him a false sense of self-sufficiency but does 

not make him an absolute. V71t challenges the limits of 

man when he discards Study, Instruction, and Diligence 

(aids to the limitation of man) and essentially commits 

himself to self-dependency, but not to being an absolute. 

The freedom of many of these characters depended on vrhat 

they committed themselves to xilthin the limitations of 

man. 

Faustus commits himself to being a god on earth. 

The preceding statement is obviously Illogical. Commitment 

to absolutes is significantly different from commitment 

to being an absolute. In the latter case, coromitment is 

unmeaningful because commitment presupposes something 

greater than oneself. The ambiguous and unvrieldy nature 

of Faustus is readily apparent from the ambiguity in his 

attempt to be a god on earth. 

At the beginning of the play, Faustus flippantly 
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handles great quantities of sound learning and rejects 

them by using sophistry and half truths. He falls to 

realize that logic is useful in deepening understanding 

and in seeking truth; he treats it as an end rather than 

a means. He rejects medicine on the falla,clous grounds 

that to have attained good health at one point in time 

is to have attained it for all time. His self-delusion 

becomes apparent in his attributing the attainment of 

good health to himself. Ambiguity is also apparent in 

this self-delusion because to speak of attaining something 

Implies struggle and achievement, a condition which is not 

necessary for an absolute to experience. Faustus' 

rejection of lavr is based primarily on his self-delusion 

that it Is too small for his superhuman aspirations. In 

the process of discarding these bodies of learning, he 

makes two mistakes. First, in rejecting these studies, he 

is also rejecting the very limitations of man that aided 

In the learning of logical processes, medicine, and law. 

Secondly, he Isolates himself much as did Wit in Wyt and 

Science from the instruction available to him. Faustus 

is essentially stripping himself of all human accoutre

ments and tools xiith which to learn. The major question 

to ansxier in the play is vrhat happens to man vrhen he 

attempts to be an absolute xrith absolute freedom. 

A key factor in the ansxier to the question posed 
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is in Faustus' rejection of divinity. He reads, "'The 

rexiard of sin is death,'" and "'If we say that we have no 

sin xie deceive otirselves, and there is no truth in us.'"25 

Faustus, reasoning fallaciously, sees that God gives man 

no quarter. Regardless of any virtue in man, God's justice 

has consigned man to hell, he argues. It is also essential 

to his purpose that he disregard sin because sin is imper

fection. In ignoring sin to become an absolute, he also 

ignores truth. Faustus also avoids meaningful struggle 

that develops virtue of the kind revealed in "The Pranlclin's 

Tale." He basically rejects the spirit of man. His 

acceptance of necromancy is significant to his superhuman 

aspirations in that all natural limitations of man are 

absolved xiith magic. His speech prior to meeting Valdes 

and Cornelius reveals the lack of limitations to his 

ambitions and the lack of meaningful purpose: 

Shall I make spirits fetch me what I please, 
Resolve me of all ambiguities. 
Perform what desperate enterprise I will? 
I'll have them fly to India for gold, 
Ransack the ocean for orient pearl,• 
And search all corners of the new-found xiorld 
For pleasant fruits and princely delicates; 
I'll have them read me strange philosophy 
And tell the secrets of all foreign kings. 
I'll have them wall all Germany with brass 
And make sx-rift Rhine circle fair Wittenberg; 
I'll have them fill the public schools with silk, 
Wherevrith the students shall be bravely clad; 
I'll levy soldiers xiith the coin they bring. 
And chase the Prince of Parma from our land. 
And reign sole king of all our provinces; 
Yea, stranger engines for the brunt of war 
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Than was the fiery keel at Antxrerp's bridge, 
I'll make my servile spirits to Invent. (1, 77-95) 

It is readily a,pparent that Faustus aspires to 

power on a level beyond the povrer of the selfish code of 

the Wife of Bath or the poxier of the affection of the 

chivalrlc tradition, or even the self-sufficiency of Wit. 

In short, "...his dominion that exceeds in this / Stretcheth 

as far as doth the mind of man" (1, 58-59). All that he 

aspires to do is possible to man xiith limitation except 

to be resolved of all ambiguity. Man's freedom Itself is 

ambiguous because in order to be free man must accept 

restraints. Faustus, in aspiring to be a god xiithout the 

claims of limitation, reveals the ansxier to the question 

posed above. Man in attempting to be god on earth exhibits 

insolent pride. Mephistophiles, several times, both 

directly and Indirectly attempts to shoxi to Faustus his 

Insolent pride. Mephistophiles even presents himself as 

an example to support his argument. Faustus clings to his 

aspirations and Ignores learning about himself. He has 

opportxmity to realize his limitations at the first 

appearance of Mephistophiles when he assumes that his 

conjuring has given him poxier to make spirits and devils 

appear before him. ' Mephistophiles reveals that he has 

appeared because Faustus has blasphemed God. Faustus is 

.most ambiguous at this point because he, the one who 
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aspires to all power, is but the plaything of devils and 

spirits and not as he said in the beginning of his speech 

quoted above. 

After Faustus' initial acceptance of necromancy, 

he struggles several times xiith beneficial doubt. In 

scene v, line 10, he hears voices entreating him to abjure 

magic and turn to God; but he says, "He loves thee not." 

Again, he is startled by the inscription "Homo, fuge!" 

appearing on his ovm arm. He does not knoxi where to fly 

because the justice of God would throw him dovm to hell. 

In scene vi, line l8, he struggles xiith beneficial doubt, 

but says, "My heart's so hardened I cannot repent." He 

doubts again and calls on Christ. Lucifer appears and 

uses Faustus' ovm argument to ensnare him: "Christ cannot 

save thy soul, for he is just" (vi, 92). Faustus becomes 

even more a plaything of his oxm appetites when such 

things as fine clothes, renovm, and paramours keep his 

mind from beneficial doubt. It is evident that in his 

hasty studies, Faustus has ignored the capacity of man's 

mind to repent simply on the basis of the half truth of 

God's Justice. Mephistophilis reveals to Faustus that he 

was present when Faustus previexied the Scriptures: 

'T was I that, when thou wert in the 
way to heaven, 

Damn'd up thy passage; vrhen thou 
took'st the book 
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To vievr the Scriptures, then I turn'd the 
leaves 

And led thine eye. (xiv, 83-86) 

Faustus does not continue to struggle because God's justice 

does not respect him. Had he read on, he might have 

discovered that God's grace does respect him and would 

alloxi commitment to God based on the respect accorded him 

through grace. He might have also discovered that he had 

Ignored his ovm capacity to repent. Faustus is the least 

free of any character revlexied because he refuses to 

exercise his freedom to repent. His life, consequently, 

is as he says it is: "The God thou serv'st is thine ovm 

appetite" (v, 11), without limitation. Faustus is less 

than man may be because he refuses to accept the place 

defined for man. He despairs, and no virtue is achieved. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

In the discussion of "The Franklin's Tale," it was 

shoxm that commitment to absolutes maintains the freedom 

of man and mutual respect among men and that freedom 

develops virtue in a person. It is the purpose of this 

chapter to develop the concept of personal freedom xiith 

reference to virtue and to shoxi the dependency of a free 

society upon the commitment of virtuous men. 

Personal Freedom and Virtue 

In the discussion of Faustus, it has been shovm 

that disregard for limitations or restraints makes the 

development of virtue impossible. John Milton, in the 

second book of his De_ Doctrina Christiana, holds "...that 

xiithout love and righteousness there is no human virtue 

possible,"2° Continuing his discourse on practical ethics, 

Milton speaks of duties a' man ovres to himself rather than 

his neighbor. Among these duties are "temperance, 

sobriety, chastity, modesty, decency, contentment, and 

industry." ' Instead of approaching the freedom of man 

from the point of viexi of limitations upon man, Milton 

emphasizes the virtues that give substance to man's freedom. 

These virtues play significant roles in Samson Agonistes 
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and Paradise Regained. 

At the beginning of the drama, Samson is seen 

enslaved, blinded, and vreary xiith toll. Not only is he 

physically bound, but also he is not free spiritually. 

The reason for both his physical and spiritual servitude 

is undeveloped temperance in dealing xiith his "xmclean" 

and "unchaste" wife, Dalila. He speaks with Chorus about 

the temperance the Lord had nurtured in him with respect 

to strong xilne, then says in reference to Dalila, "But 

what avail'd this temperance, not compleat / Against 

another object more enticing?"2° As vrill be shovm, Samson 

does not enjoy freedom and become effective until his 

incomplete virtue of temperance is developed. 

Although he fluctuates in moments of despair, 

Samson is keenly axiare of the parameters of man's freedom 

throughout the poem. This fact becomes apparent as he 

speaks of paradoxes germane to his life, statements which 

reveal the paradox of man's freedom. He says, 

0 Impotence of mind, in body strong! 
But xihat is strength xiithout a double share 
Of xiisdom, vast, unxiieldy, burdensome, 
Proudly secure, yet liable to fall 
By vreakest suttleties, not made to rule. 
But to subserve xihere vrisdom bears command. 
God, when he gave me strength, to shew withal 
How slight the gift was, hung it in my Hair. 
But peace, I must not quarrel xiith the will 
Of highest dispensation, which herein 
Happ'ly had ends above my reach to knovr. (11. 52-62) 

In words that betoken moments of insolent pride and that 
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reflect smarting under Injustice, he complains about God's 

making his gift of strength so fragile; but he quickly 

rights himself by distinguishing betvreen the knoxiledge of 

God's purposes and his own knoxiledge. This distinction 

becomes significant when coupled xiith the fact that Samson 

is xiell axiare that his condition is no one's fault but his 

ovm. Prom that conviction he never vravers. From this 

self-knowledge hinge both his self-centered remorse and 

despair and his eventual repentance. It is significant 

to note that lacking self-knovrledge gave Faustus but one 

option—despair. 

A. S. P. VJoodhouse traces the steps of Samson's 

repentance excellently in an essay entitled "Tragic Effect 

^^ Samson Agonistes." The folloxiing discussion follows 

his basic outline. Manoa speaks to Samson about hoxi Dagon, 

rather than God, is now glorified as a result of his sin. 

In response, Samson confesses that he has brought honor 

to Dagon, dishonor to God, and has caused many in Israel 

to doubt God in favor of idols. This step is significant 

in that Samson's self-centered despair is lessened xiith 

the realization of the public effect of his fall. Unlike 

Faustus, Samson is sensitive to the health of society. 

Within the same speech, Samson realizes 

...that the strife 
With me hath end; all the contest is now 
• 'Txiixt God and Dagon. (11. 460-62) 
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The significance of this realization is txiofold. First, 

it is a sign of hope to Samson; and, secondly, he is not 

confusing the povrer of God with man's capacities. Such 

confusion xiould be to boast and reveal the lack of self-

knovrledge. Earlier, he had expressed his ovm expendibillty 

to God's purposes. 

Samson makes another step toward repentance when 

his father, Manoa, distinguishes between those vrho implore 

God's mercy for offending Him and those xiho torture them

selves to death because of displeasure xiith themselves. 

To die in the latter case xiould be to boast of a vain 

self-pride. Samson responds, "His pardon I implore; but 

as for life, / To vrhat end should I seek it? (11. 521-22). 

Woodhouse points out that 

...to conceive the possibility of pardon is of 
course to take another step forvrard but to 
conceive it in this context is not immediately 
to lighten the burden. Indeed, in this Act, 
Samson reaches his lowest depth of despair.^9 

It should be noted also that Samson is sensitive to the 

paradox of life: the pardon is for his soul; the usefulness 

of his life he does not yet realize. 

The test of Samson's repentance comes vrith Dalila's 

Interviexi. His stand against her is essentially a reconstl-

tutlon of temperance for Samson because after the interview 

he no longer despairs. He sees through Dalila's false 

penitence; and, xihen she claims that her xieakness xias only 
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engendered by his oxm weakness in telling her the secret of 

his strength, he parries vrith the fact that all vreakness 

is wickedness. To her claim that she betrayed him for love 

in the form of jealousy and fear for his physical xiell 

being, he aptly labels her love as lust. She argues that 

she felt a greater obligation to yield private good to the 

public good. Samson shoxis that marriage entails the wife's 

giving up parents and country for her husband. The climax 

of her arguments is that betraying Samson would be merito

rious to the gods. Samson points out the contradiction 

between her gods and their inability to perform except 

through ungodly deeds. She attempts to arouse pity by 

saying that arguments always go against vromen, but the 

humor of Samson's reply is enough to cope xiith the thrust, 

"For want of vrords no doubt, or lack of breath..." (. 905)* 

She pleads to alloxi her to care for him. Samson views the 

plea as only another version of the same snare that took 

advantage of his incomplete temperance. That he has won 

a significant victory over himself is captured in these 

lines, 

How wouldst thou Insult 
When I must live uxorious to thy xiill 
In perfet thraldom, hoxi again betray me. 
Bearing my vrords and doings to the Lords 
To gloss upon, and censuring, frown or smile? 
This Gaol I count the house of Liberty 
To thine whose doors my feet shall 

never enter. (11. 944-50) 
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With her last attempt to arouse some feeling by touching 

his hand, Samson xiarns her he may tear her apart if she 

touches him and then forgives her at a distance. 

Through the experience of his facing the origin 

of his fall again, his control has developed and his anger 

has been aroused. His confrontation with Harapha resolves 

his struggle. He hurls the following challenge to Harapha: 

All these Indignities, for such they are 
From thine, these evils I deserve and more. 
Acknowledge them from God Inflicted on me 
Justly, yet despair not of his final pardon 
Whose ear is ever open; and his eye 
Gracious to re-admit the suppliant; 
In confidence vrhereof I once again 
Defy thee to the trial of mortal fight. 
By combat to decide xihose god is god. 
Thine or whom I with Israel's sons adore. (11. 1168-77) 

Samson fully comprehends the paradox of life because, under 

justice, he deserves more punishment than he has received, 

but God's mercy calls him to life; 

Till the hope xias uttered, he did not dream 
that it existed: and utterance was born of 
the perfectly natural union of repentance and 

;ion.-'̂  Indignat: 

Samson can now be effective in his commitment to God. 

With "some rousing motions" stirring in him, he enters the 

Temple of Dagon to allow the vrill of God to vrork through 

him. 

In summary, Samson experiences the spiritual fall 

not because of commitment to a mutable goal, but because 

of the undeveloped virtue of temperance. Unlike Faustus, 
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Samson accepts the responsibility both for the undeveloped 

virtue and for its subsequent development. Faustus loses 

body and soul for failing to accept any responsibility for 

mastering his appetites. Samson struggles, at times nearlng 

despair, with the responsibility of achieving self-mastery, 

a state which, once accomplished, alloxis him the freedom 

to commit himself to higher purposes. 

The best example of freedom is found in Milton's 

Paradise Regained in the person of Christ. The dynamic 

tension in the poem is between Satan's "assiduously fos

tered doubt" that Christ is the Son of God by nature and 

Christ's faith that God will reveal to him his nature and 

purpose. From his baptism through the temptations in 

which his understanding of his nature and purpose deepens, 

the predominant virtue Christ exhibits is patience. During 

these events, Satan's doubt proceeds toward despair because 

he can not ensnare Christ as he did Eve; and Christ's 

understanding proceeds toxiard completion. The moment 

Christ's understanding of his nature is completed is the 

moment Satan despairs and falls. Christ does not commit 

the sin of presumption. 

It is evident from the foregoing statements that 

Milton treats Christ as a man. The perfection of Christ's 

commitment lies in his unpresumptious faith and obedience. 

As he is led into the xillderness "by some strong motion," 
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the patience of his trust is captured in these lines: 

... to xihat intent 
I learn not yet; perhaps I need not know; 
For xihat concerns my knowledge God reveals.31 

Christ is essentially acting upon the Imovrledge he has 

and depending upon God to complete it. In comparison to 

Faustus, xiho aspires beyond the limits of man, Christ 

does not attempt or thinlc of any challenge to his limits. 

Any question of limits is paradoxically svralloxied up in 

his contentment and patient trust in God. There is no 

desire to be resolved of ambiguity. The same trust is 

espoused when, during the fasting of Christ, Satan in 

disguise asks xihat "ill chance" brought him into the 

desert. Christ replies, "Who brought me hither / Will 

bring me hence, no other Guide I seek" (Bk. I, 11. 335-36). 

There is no sign of insolent pride spaxmed by the lack of 

understanding God's justice, but there is faith. 

Satan's first thrust to turn the stones to bread 

is readily dealt xiith by Christ, who perceives that the 

issue at stake is neither the miracle Itself nor saving 

his body, but the pitfall of presumption inherent in 

Satan's "if thou be the Son of God." To do Satan's 

bidding xiould be a breech of faith. For Faustus, the 

glory would have been all. Christ is but a man and 

conducts himself on the basis of faith. Now undisguised, 

Satan boasts of his liberty in the earth and of his 
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obedience to God in such things as filling the mouths of 

Ahab's prophets xiith lies and having oracular poxiers over 

men. Christ reveals Satan's ambiguity and states that 

God has sent "his living Oracle" and "the Spirit of Truth" 

into the xiorld. Satan, stung by the truth, cunningly 

provides another pitfall in the form of a request for 

permission to listen and to talk with Christ. Christ, 

as man, responds. 

Thy coming hither, though I knoxi thy scope, 
I bid not or forbid; do a.s thou find'st 
Permission from above; thou canst not more. 

(Bk. I, 11. 494-96) 

Satan expected Christ to give a yes or no ansxier vrhich. 

In either case, would be no less presumptious than turn

ing the stones to bread. 

The role of knowledge in maintaining the freedom 

Christ enjoyed is significant. Christ's reply to the 

first temptation points out that the source of Satan's 

despair is his refusal to acknovrledge truth in the face of 

truth. The reply also reveals the strength afforded 

Christ in the knowledge of xiho Satan is. He says, "Why 

dost thou then suggest to me distrust, / Knowing who I 

am, as I know xiho thou art?" (Bk. I, 11. 354-55). The 

same truth is expressed at other times; for example, 

"Know'st thou not that my rising is thy fall, / And my 

promotion xiill be thy destruction?" (Bk. Ill, 11. 201-02). 
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During the course of the succeeding temptations of 

wealth, fame, glory, and magnificence, it becomes increas

ingly clear that Christ's knoxiledge is superior to any 

snare Satan can devise. It is significant that his know

ledge is the hinge upon vrhich his priorities pivot. It is 

obvious, too, from his dialogue xiith Satan that he is well 

Informed about the vrorld and about non-Biblical knowledge, 

because he says, 

...to Guide Nations in the vray of truth 
By saving Doctrine, and from errour lead 
To Icnoxi, and knowing vrorshlp God aright, 
Is yet more Kingly, this attracts the Soul, 
Governs the inner man, the nobler part. 

(Bk. II, 11. 473-77) 

Also of Importance in these lines is the prior commitment 

to truth. The Interesting paradox of Christ's knowledge 

is perhaps best expressed when he says. 

Think not but that I knovr these things, or think 
I knovr them not; not therefore am I short 
Of knoxiing xihat I aught; he who receives 
Light from above, from the fountain of light. 
No other doctrine needs, though granted true. 

(Bk. IV, 11. 286-90) 

Christ's knowledge of the spiritual was sufficient for the 

test. For Satan, after falling to affect Christ with his 

goods, to offer all of his goods to Christ if he will bovr 

down to him is for Satan to carry his doubt to the extreme. 

The last temptation on the pinnacle of the Temple 

is one of presumption also; and, as A. S. P. Woodhouse 

points out, Satan's 
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...injunction to stand is purely ironical. For 
the first and only time, he complies with Satan's 
suggestion; but it is not in surrender to Satan; 
it is in obedience to God—like Samson's going to 
the festival of Dagon.32 

Satan fully expects Christ to jump to prove beyond doubt 

his heavenly sonship. Christ's reply, "Tempt not the Lord 

thy God" (Bk. IV, 1. 561), is spoken only after Christ's 

understanding of his natxire is completed; and, therefore, 

no presumption on his part is necessary in relation to 

Satan's request to jump. Christ stands, and Satan falls. 

Christ's faith in God has successfully spared him 

the loss of freedom; in other xiords, Christ has fulfilled 

with every virtue the limitations of man's freedom and is, 

thus, deserving of the name. Son of God. 

Individual Freedom and the Social Contract 

The major emphases in the discussions above have 

been on personal freedom; but, several times in the 

discussion, such as in the comments on "The Franklin's 

Tale," Samson Agonistes, and Paradise Regained, the 

operation of personal freedom in a social context is 

sketched. In "The Franklin's Tale," commitment to truth 

and love provide for mutual respect and human betterment 

in the family and in society. In Samson Agonistes, Samson 

is sensitive to the effect of his sin on the freedom of 

Israel. Christ repeats the Aristotlian viexis of public 
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service xiith reference to virtuous officers. The same 

concept is repeated in "Love and Life" in A Mirror for 

Magistrates. 33 v/hen these sketches are in mind, a com

parison of the thinking of John Locke and Thomas Hobbes 

helps define the operation of Individual freedom in the 

greater context of society. 

Thomas Hobbes and John Locke both propound the 

idea of the social contract in their political philosophy, 

but the reasoning each uses to show the need for the social 

contract is quite different. : The political system en

visioned by Hobbes is subdued by reason and the fundamental 

principle of motion. Hobbes is not concerned with the 

ends to which man is directed but vrlth cause and effect; 

his system is, therefore, deterministic and mechanistic, 

Locke's philosophy alloxis for the refreshing sense of 

mystery in life. His basic purpose in his political 

system is to establish an order xihich is not detrimental 

to the liberty of the individual. The philosophies of 

the two are a reaction to the violence in the political 

and Intellectual life of the seventeenth century. Both 

men were very much concerned vrith the problem of authority. 

They xiere reacting to the mysticism and scholasticism of 

the previous ages; and, in the development of their systems, 

they demanded reason. 

In his Leviathan, Hobbes establishes the principle 
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of motion as the building block of his system. According 

to Hobbes, there are two motions observable in man; one is 

the vital motion of internal bodily processes; the other 

is voluntary motion such as the movement of arms and legs. 

One of the problems in Hobbes' theory is hoxi to translate 

voluntary motion into the ruling passions. He says that 

the voluntary motions, which consist of "small beginnings 

of motion," have their origin in the Imagination. The 

"small beginnings of motion" are called "appetites" or 

"desires" xihen they are directed toxiard an end. The 

"appetites" or "desires" are the ruling passions. 

According to Hobbes, man is primarily selfish; and 

the natural setting of man prior to the advent of society 

as we knoxi it today was a state of xiar. The state of war 

rested on the ruling passions in man. Hobbes states that 

from his observations men do not appear to be as unequal 

in ability as some would think. He concludes that men 

are equal in ability. The equality of ability gives rise 

to the equality of hope vrhich is based on the passions. 

Hobbes makes the folloxiing deduction from his statement 

of equality of hope: 

And therefore if any txio men desire the same 
thing, which nevertheless they can not both 
enjoy, they become enemies; and in the xiay to 
their end, vrhich is principally their oxm 
conservation, and sometimes their delectation 
only, endeavor to destroy, or subdue one another.34 
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Hobbes points out that, in this state, there is nothing 

unjust. 

It becomes apparent that Hobbes' view of man in 

his natural setting is rather extreme vrith reference to 

man's selfishness and materialism when one poses the 

question, "Would man necessarily be ruled so completely 

by passions in a natural state?" Another question to be 

posed is, "V/ould tvro men necessarily desire the same 

thing?" This question is pertinent because, if any txio 

men do not desire the same thing, then a state other 

than xiar is possible. 

The concept of freedom, according to Hobbes, is 

based on the tvro fundamentals of the right of nature and 

the laxi of nature. The right of nature is the right each 

man has to preserve his ovm life. The laxi of nature is a 

general rule discovered by reason which forbids a man to 

violate the preservation of his life. The right of nature 

alone would give man absolute freedom, but the law of 

nature introduces the factor of responsibility in the 

preservation of one's life. The laxi of nature is discovered 

when man realizes that in a state of war "every man has a 

right to everything; even to one another's body."35 gy 

reason, it is in man's best interest to seek peace, or 

all means of defense and war, in order to fulfill the laxi 

of nature. The seeking of peace is Hobbes' first laxi of 

nature. 
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The second laxi, derived from the first, is the key 

to Hobbes' social contract: 

...that a man be xillling, when others are so too, 
as far forth as for peace and defense of himself 
he shall think it necessary, to lay down this right 
to all things; and be contented xiith so much liberty 
against other men. as he xiould allow other men 
against himself,3° 

Liberty is defined as the absence of hlnderances to one's 

doing vrhat he wants to do. In laying doxm one's rights, 

one defines the degree of liberty he retains. Hobbes 

suggests txio xiays of laying doxm one's rights. Renouncing 

of rights is used vrhen one does not care xiho or what 

receives his rights. The second way is the transferring 

of rights, a choice vrhich is the social contract betxieen 

men. In Hobbes' system, the rights may be transferred to 

a person or a group of people. 

The feature that distinguishes Hobbes' contract 

from that of Locke's contract is the concept of sovereignty. 

Hobbes states that the sovereignty of the society formed 

by the transferring of rights resides solely in the person 

or group to vrhich the rights have been transferred and can 

not be taken away except by a degeneration of the ruling 

power to a state of xiar. The person having supreme 

sovereignty, in addition, gives up no rights under the 

terms of the contract. What he commands is law. The 

obvious weakness in Hobbes' contract is the dependence 

of the xielfare of the people in the commonxiealth on one 
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individual who is himself subject to the ruling passions. 

In his Essay Concerning Civil Government, Locke 

defines the state of nature as a state in xihich men have 

perfect freedom "to order their actions and dispose of 

their possessions and persons as they think fit, xilthin 

the bounds of the law of nature...."-^' It is also a state 

of equality in xihich no one has any more power than any 

other. Locke's law of nature, like Hobbes' laxi, is based 

on reason. The reason is simply "Do xmto others as you 

would have them do xonto you." However, Hobbes' reason is 

derived from a condition of self-preservation; Locke's 

reason is derived from the necessity of ethical behavior 

betxieen equal individuals. The essential difference betxieen 

Hobbes and Locke's state of nature is the existence of 

moral laxi in Locke's state of natxn?e. It is the moral 

law that gives Locke's state of nature its refreshing 

quality, because the existence of moral law points toward 

the existence of God. The moral law in Locke's state of 

nature is the rule rather than the exception. The state 

of war exists only xihen one forsakes the moral laxi and 

exhibits, "not a passionate and hasty, but a sedate, 

settled design upon another man's life...."-^ 

In the state of nature, according to Locke, each 

man has the right to punish anyone who acts unethically 

toxiard him. Locke suggests that in the state of nature 
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there would exist degrees of punishment for the degree 

of severity of the crime as in a commonxiealth. Locke is 

readily axiare of the vreaknesses in such a state of nature, 

where each man has the executive power over an offender. 

He makes this key statement; 

But I shall desire those xiho make this objection, 
to remember that absolute monarchs are but men, 
and if government is to be the remedy of those 
evils xihich necessarily folloxi from men's being 
judges in their oxm cases, and the state of nature 
is not to be endured, I desire to knoxi what kind 
of government that is, and hoxi much better it is 
than the state of natxire, where one man commanding 
a multitude, has the liberty to be judge in his 
oxm case, and may do to all his subjects vrhatever 
he pleases, vrlthout the least question or control 
of those who execute his pleasure....39 

This statement is a direct attack on Hobbes' concept of 

sovereignty and gives an intimation of Locke's concept 

of sovereignty. 

The essential weakness in Locke's state of nature 

becomes the stimulus for the erection of a commonxiealth 

based on the social contract. Individuals give up their 

executive powers to certain officers for the purpose of 

better executing the laxi. It is Important in Locke's 

theory that it is the executive poxiers only that provide 

the basis of the social contract. Legislative powers may 

also be given up to a person or group in Locke's system. 

The most important feature of Locke's contract is in the 

concept of sovereignty. Sovereignty remains vrith the 
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people, gives the people recourse to action in the event 

of unfavorable or abusive government, and insures the 

continuance of government, should the existing government 

be dissolved. 

The relationship Hobbes and Locke sustain to each 

other can best be understood by visualizing two continuums. 

The first continuum indicates that, in the state of nature, 

Locke's moral order is midway betxieen Hobbes' absolutism 

and no individual freedom. On the second continuxim, 

Locke's concept of individual freedom and his social 

contract are midway betvreen anarchy and totalitarianism. 

With reference to the second continuum, one may visualize 

that Locke's system is kept in a central position by tvro 

forces: the desire for more freedom pulls tovrard anarchy, 

and the desire to give up freedom in the social contract 

pulls toxiard totalitarianism. Hobbes' system could be 

anyxihere on the second continuxm depending on the xihims 

of the ruling poxier. 

In conclusion, the essential difference between 

Hobbes and Locke's systems lies in sovereignty. Hobbes, 

In granting sovereignty to the ruling poxier, denies the 

freedom of the individual. Locke's system maintains 

individual freedom by attributing sovereignty to the 

people. In Hobbes' system, the ruler is above the 

contract. In Locke's system, the social contract is 
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central because it not only defines the rights of the 

individual but also the limits of the ruling power. 

Locke's contract is viable; Hobbes' contract is lifeless. 

Locke's contract implies a fundamental commitment vrhich, 

like that implicit, positively or negatively, in the 

literary selections discussed above, is requisite to the 

freedom of the individual. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION • 

Personal freedom is essential to an orderly 

society. The basic assumption in John Locke's theory of 

the social contract is that man is morally sensitive. As 

shoxm in the Pandora myth, man is subjected to a uniquely 

human experience of good and evil; and, as shovm in the 

Hebraic concept, he is morally sensitive within that frame

work. It is significant that individuals, not societies, 

are morally responsible directly. Societies are orderly 

because of the voluntary nature of free Individuals vrithin 

a particular society. When individuals, by conimlttlng 

themselves to defective goals or by isolating themselves, 

suffer tragedy and Ineffectiveness, the society is directly 

affected. 

Since orderly society depends upon the personal 

freedom of the Individuals within that society, it is 

necessary to glean from tbe foregoing search through 

literature the elements that relate to personal freedom. 

Txio key elements, which are two sides of the same coin and 

which relate to the quest for freedom, are self-knowledge 

and self-realization. Everyman is deceived by a false 

goal. Learning that his possessions xiill not aid him in 

facing the necessity of death constitutes self-knovrledge 

57 
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for Everyman and produces a new direction to his life. 

Wit, after stripping himself of the means by which to 

maintain self-knowledge, suffers the paralyzing isolation 

of Idleness and Ignorance. Self-knovrledge is reflected 

back to him by the mirror of reason. By means of the 

immortality accredited to good works by the church, 

Everyman achieves self-realization. V/it achieves self-

realization by means of the ethical standard of intellectual 

Integrity. Faustus is in direct contrast with Everyman 

and Wit in that he is blinded to the experience of self-

knoxiledge and self-realization by his insolent pride. 

Had he been able to see himself as he was, he might have 

undergone the redirection of his life. This redirection 

based on self-knovrledge is a key factor in man's freedom. 

In Troilus and Cresslda and "Shore's Wife," the 

key factor of a goal to which an individual commits 

himself is revealed. Shore's xiife becomes a victim of the 

vrheel of fortune because of the mutability of the selfish 

poxier to which she commits herself. Troilus best 

characterizes the forces at xiork in relation to the wheel 

of fortune because he attributes all of man's experience 

to necessity, an interpretation vrhich denies his freedom 

entirely. He easily falls prey to mechanistic necessity. 

An interesting contrast to Troilus is the young 

knight's experience in "The Wife of Bath's Tale." He is 
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a victim of circumstance because he lacks experience and 

adequate knoxiledge of the world. If chance is defined as 

the result of imperfect knowledge of conditions, then both 

chance and necessity must be accounted for in any valid 

concept of freedom. 

Elton Trueblood suggests that a realistic solution 

to the problem is a triangular relationship betxieen chance, 

necessity, and freedom. He quotes the following passage 

from Herman Melville's Moby-Dick to shoxi the relationship 

they sustain to each other; 

"The straight vrarp of necessity, not to be 
swerved from its ultimate course-—its every 
alternating vibration, Indeed, only tending to 
that; free xiill still free to ply her shuttle 
between given threads; and chance, though 
restrained in its play within the right lines 
of necessity, and sidexiays in its motions directed 
by free will, though thus prescribed to by both, 
chance by turns rules either, and has the last 
featuring bloxi at events. "40 

It may be seen that in this relationship betxieen free will, 

necessity, and chance, isolation removes one from the 

arena of life in favor of chance and necessity. Implicit, 

then, in man's freedom is struggle. 

Another key element in this struggle is commitment. 

As has already been mentioned, man may coimnit himself to 

a spectrum of goals; for example, the Wife of Bath commits 

herself to her ovm law; Troilus, to the chivalrlc code of 

love; Everyman, to his possessions; and Wit, to himself. 
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Since these characters have been shown to miss the mark, 

it must be concluded that whatever one commits himself 

to determines the stability of commitment, as vrell as the 

diligence of the committed. Arviragus and Dorigen commit 

themselves to truth and love xihich provides the mutual 

respect necessary to maintain freedom. Both Abraham and 

Isaac maintain their freedom with commitment to God; 

mutual respect allovrs for an effective relationship betxieen 

them. In these two cases in which freedom is maintained, 

the commitment is to something greater than self; and 

that something is not empirically attested to. 

Samson exhibits the elements mentioned above in 

his fall, acceptance of the responsibility for himself, 

struggle for self-realization, and commitment to God. 

Since his fall was caused by undeveloped temperance, the 

element of virtue must also be considered in the struggle 

to maintain freedom. The developing of temperance restores 

him to his rightful mind and enables him to be effective 

against Dagon. Milton's Christ best Illustrates the 

commitment to God through faith. He struggles with Satan, 

but does not fall because he never presumes upon his 

freedom: he accepts self-restraint and does not xiithdraxi 

from the arena. He, therefore, fulfills man's capacity 

for freedom. Implicit in his perfection is the wholeness 

of fully developed virtue. 
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In the course of this discussion, it has been 

shoxm that man, because of his imperfection, can overstep 

the restraints of his freedom or withdraw from the arena 

of life. It has also been shoxm that man is free to commit 

himself to the kind of enslavement he wishes. If to his 

appetites or selfish desires, he must bear the consequences, 

although he is free to redirect his life as long as that 

life is in him. If to the spiritual realm, he voluntarily 

accepts the responsibility of self-restraint and is enabled, 

not without struggle, to enjoy the development of virtue 

xihich is blessed xiith immortality. 
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